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Chapter 831: Young man so ambitious 

"My God!" 

"Good news, good news!" 

"It is said that the exchange building can exchange exercises! Twenty low-level exercises can be 

exchanged for a higher-level exercise!" 

"What, in this way, wouldn't it be possible for me to wait for twenty god-level techniques to exchange 

for a holy-level technique? 

This is impossible, how rare the holy-level exercises are, it is not comparable to the divine-level 

exercises! " 

"What's impossible? My aunt's neighbor's daughter works in the exchange building. These are all 

personally said by Lord Xianyang. 

And, it’s more than that. As long as you have a holy-level exercise that is not available in the twenty 

exchange building, congratulations, you can redeem a fairy-level exercise! " 

"Master Xianyang is the confidant of Master Su Lang. He upholds Master Su Lang's will and activates the 

conversion of exercises. It must be Master Su Lang's order! 

In this way, if it is said that it can be exchanged for the immortal level exercises, it will be able to 

exchange the immortal level exercises for so long! " 

"Master Su Lang is so kind to us, it is a great blessing to be able to exchange pills, materials and 

weapons, and now I can exchange exercises!" 

"Yes, yeah, I have nothing to repay Master Su Lang. I only have to pray for Master Su Lang every 

morning and evening, and wish him an early ascent to the top of the Canglan Continent! 

Of course, if Master Su Lang needs my weak body to be broken into pieces, I am also a predecessor, so 

happy! " 

"Yes, when I can do something for Master Su Lang, I will do my best to complete it, so that I can live up 

to the favor of the adults." 

"It's a pity that I have not yet been qualified to be Master Su Lang's servant. At least I must be a quasi 

saint to be qualified as an alternate servant. I must practice hard and become Master Su Lang's servant 

as soon as possible!" 

"Haha, the young man is very ambitious, I am optimistic about you, my family has a twenty-eight-year-

old woman, do you want to go to my house for dinner?" 

"..." 

The atmosphere is vigorous in all cities and places, and it is more lively than the grandest festival. 
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Countless people are praising Su Lang's achievements, and in groups of five, they have gathered enough 

exercises and rushed towards the exchange building! 

Those who don't have an exchange building in the local area will gather together and take the newly 

built teleportation array to the nearest exchange building to exchange their exercises. 

All of a sudden, the already overcrowded exchange buildings in various places almost burst. 

quickly. 

There was news that someone redeemed the first exercise from the exchange building, which was a rare 

holy-level exercise. 

This immediately ignited everyone. 

There was also a tsunami-like noise everywhere. 

For Su Lang, the holy-level exercises were already eliminated. 

But for the general public, the holy level exercise is the highest level that can be touched. Cherish the 

exercises most. 

As everyone knows, many great sages, quasi immortals and even martial immortals have only practiced 

the holy level exercises. 

The things that Su Lang has fallen into disgrace are rare treasures in the eyes of the world. 

At this time, the first holy-level exercises were exchanged, just as if they had beaten people with blood, 

allowing more people to squeeze into the exchange building. 

It didn't take long. 

There was another news coming from the exchange building in Qiushixian Lake. 

There was a group of people who exchanged for a fairy-level exercise method that was not available in 

the twenty exchange building! 

As soon as the news came out, he was shocked from Qiushixian Lake to the Fengling Race! 

All of them opened their mouths, their eyes protruding, in disbelief, and collectively lost their voices. 

Su Lang was also a little surprised. 

He knew that someone would definitely redeem the immortal level cultivation technique, but he didn't 

expect someone to redeem it so soon. 

"It seems that this barren southern land still hides some good things." 

"I've searched the holy level exercises once, and I can actually draw out twenty of them, which is not 

bad." 

Su Lang nodded in satisfaction, and then directly passed the twenty holy level exercises back from the 

clone that served as the core of the exchange building. 



These twenty holy-level exercises are nothing strange, none of them corresponds to the power of the 

rules Su Lang needs. 

Therefore, Su Lang just glanced at it and combined it into two immortal-level exercises. 

The synthesized immortal level technique is also relatively ordinary, not enough, it is directly thrown to 

the clone to burn a copy, and then thrown into the library and exchange building. 

Immediately after. 

He inspected the situation of the four exchange buildings again and found that more and more holy-

level exercises had been exchanged. 

This also means that Su Lang has obtained many god-level techniques that he has never seen before. 

Chapter 832: First sight of the Red Lotus Imperial City 

"The opening of the exchange building is still short." 

"You can save it for a few days and nights, and when there are more exercises, you can collect them for 

synthesis." 

Su Lang smiled, temporarily set aside the affairs of the exchange building, his eyes fell on Yue Hong and 

the others. 

At this moment. 

These 10,000 people have all selected the exercises, standing or sitting one by one, all reading crazy 

with jade slips! 

They are already hungry and thirsty for these exercises, so once they get the exercises, they immediately 

start to look. 

"Among this group of people, there are also many holy-level techniques." 

"I'm too lazy to put it away, it's too ugly to eat." 

"When they get out of the Tibetan Scripture Pavilion and know the exchange building, they will naturally 

come up with exercises to exchange them." 

"Anyway, these guys even belong to me, and there is nothing to lose." 

Su Lang looked away, unfolded his mental power, and found Chu Xiaobei, Ruxue and Xianxian. 

They went to the street for a long time, and then went to the sea of kelp in the sky. 

Teaching Xiao Hai was something they agreed to, so occasionally they would visit Xiao Hai to teach this 

little mentally retarded device. 

Perhaps, someday it will no longer yell ‘Ma Ma Ma’, it means it is mature. 

The three daughters of Chu Xiaobei teased Xiaohai and had a great time. 
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Seeing this, Su Lang felt relieved, and while refining fairy-level parts, he used perception sharing to 

connect with the clone that escorted Zhongmu. 

Because Zhongmu was sent by Emperor Honglian Wu, and the Emperor Honglian was the closest to Su 

Lang's sphere of influence, I planned to look here first. 

Moreover, the Wudi Palace and Baiyue Emperor Clan where Jiao Di and Tai Ye are located are still far 

away, and they won't be able to reach them for a while. 

At this point, after using perception sharing. 

A scene appeared in front of Su Lang. 

The avatars of Zhongmu and Su Lang flew in the sky. The former was a little behind and looked 

respectful, expressing his respect for Su Lang. 

Both of them just arrived on the territory of the Red Lotus Emperor Clan. 

A border town appeared not far away, which was regarded as the southernmost city of the Honglian 

Emperor. 

"Master Langdi!" 

"A thousand miles away, there will always be a farewell." 

Zhongmu saluted the avatar of Su Lang and said, "I have arrived at the site of the Red Lotus Emperor 

Clan, and I am already safe, and I dare not to bother the Emperor Lang to send it away!" 

"Aha!" 

"Anyway, I don't have anything to do, so I'll send it to you again, just as if I'm out for a tour." 

"Moreover, the deity didn't call me back. If I go back without authorization, I'm afraid I will be beaten." 

The avatar of Su Lang was a little bit off-putting, with a carefree look. 

The main purpose of his escorting Zhongmu here was to take a look at the formation of the Red Lotus 

clan and then learn a secret. 

So of course I won't leave here. 

"Since Lord Langdi said so, the junior dare to walk with the adults again." 

Zhongmu nodded respectfully, "Master Honglian Wu must also welcome Master Langdi to be a guest." 

Soon. 

The two walked into the small town, without stopping, directly into the legendary array. 

After some toss and turns. 

"Arrived." 

"Honglian Emperor City!" 



In a certain mountaintop teleportation formation, Zhongmu looked into the distance, and Su Lang also 

looked at it. 

A very magnificent vermilion lotus appeared in the field of vision. 

This red lotus is suspended in the air, and a single petal is enough to cover the sky and the sun! 

The size of its body makes it impossible to see the edge at a glance. 

The avatar of Su Lang unfolded the Xiri-level spiritual power far surpassing the same level, and it was the 

whole picture of this red lotus. 

This red lotus was as big as the sea of sky, and when it was unfolded, it enveloped the entire four sacred 

areas. 

Numerous petals stretch out, and the edge of the petals hangs down and floats with the constant force 

of rules. 

Below the giant red lotus, there is a huge city on the ground, one hundred times larger than the holy city 

of Jade Lake. 

It seems that the entire land has become the foundation of this city! 

Su Lang's attention was not on the city, but at the red lotus. 

"This red lotus was cast by the rules of the fire system, formed into a physical object, and became the 

nest of the great red lotus." 

"It is a rule treasure in itself, no less than the existence of imperial soldiers." 

"Furthermore, there is also a self-destruct feature similar to that of the God of Meteorite Thunder. Once 

it explodes and destroys the sky, the Emperor Wu of the same level will fall into it if he is not careful." 

Su Lang observed in silence, thinking to himself, "Emperor Wu is really not good at his peers, each has 

powerful means, and this is just a card from Emperor Wulian. 

I don't know how terrifying the real combat power of this Emperor Wu who pushed the fire system rules 

to the limit. " 

Chapter 833: Honglian Wudi Ni Qianzhou 

While thinking. 

Su Lang carefully checked the red lotus with mental power, mainly to find the formation above. 

Unfortunately, there is no formation on this regular red lotus. 

It is a pure treasure condensed from perfect fire rules. 

Perhaps, arranging the formation on this red lotus is superfluous. 

If the formation of other attributes is arranged, it will even cause a series of conflicts, which is even 

worse. 
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"What a good treasure." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and before Zhong Mu could speak, his eyes fell on the city under the giant red 

lotus. 

This city is boundless, it is a veritable imperial city! 

The city is also dominated by red, and there is no city wall, but the formation is used as a barrier. 

The scene in the city, because of the barriers of the formation, became vague, difficult to inspect, and 

even mental power could not detect it. 

However, Su Lang was not interested in the scenes in the city at this time. 

His eyes fixed on the guard formation! 

It was a combined formation, consisting of three emperor-level formations, 72 immortal-level 

formations, and 4,900 holy-level formations. 

Different from the rule of red lotus treasure, this formation has mixed attributes and has various kinds. 

The warrior who arranged the formation must have the knowledge of the emperor-level formation 

mage, but this formation was still full of flaws in the eyes of Su Lang. 

Many of the formations are very obscure, even forcibly mixed, leaving serious problems. 

Even without the ability to control the formation, Su Lang had a way to attack the weakness of the 

formation, gradually paralyzing it. 

Of course, this requires a lot of effort and a lot of time, and it is totally thankless. 

Su Lang ignored the weaknesses of the formations, analyzed the entire giant imperial formation, looked 

at each formation and learned all of them. 

Not long. 

The three emperor-level formations, the seventy-two immortal formations and the 4,900 saint-level 

formations have all been learned by Su Lang. 

As long as the materials are sufficient, he can arrange them all with a thought. 

Finished learning the formation. 

Su Lang looked at Zhongmu. 

This quasi immortal stayed there all the time, it seemed that because of his shallow cultivation and low 

status, he did not dare to talk to Su Lang. 

Seeing Su Lang looking at him, he bowed down and saluted and asked, "Dare to ask Lord Lang if he 

wants to enter the city, and the younger generation will report to Lord Honglian Wudi." 

Su Lang smiled and was about to refuse. 

But at this moment. 



A black figure appeared on the Red Lotus Rule Supreme, a few flashes, and came to Su Lang. 

"Hahahaha." 

"Unexpectedly, the Langdi Daoist Friends will visit the Red Lotus Imperial City in person, and please 

forgive me if you missed it." 

The person here is a middle-aged man, his height and face are about the same as ordinary humans, and 

his ethnicity is characterized by lotus-shaped pupils. 

He is dressed in black mysterious clothes, simple but not simple, wearing a crown of vermilion lotus, and 

long dark red hair. 

As for his identity. 

From the rule of red lotus, he looks like a master, and he also calls Su Lang a daoist friend. It goes 

without saying that he is the red lotus emperor! 

"Honglian Wudi!?" 

"It seems to be approachable, not overbearing." 

It was the first time that Su Lang saw the real Emperor Wu, he couldn't help his expression, then silently 

opened the opponent's attribute panel. 

[Name]: Ni Qianzhou 

[Race]: Honglian Emperor Clan 

[Qualification Level]: Unparalleled 

[Realm level]: Second Rank Wudi 

[Attack level]: Second Rank Wudi+ 

[Defensive Level]: Second Rank Wudi 

[Shenfa Level]: Second Rank Wudi 

[Endurance Level]: Second Rank Wudi 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Kongni 

[Mastering the exercises]: Red Lotus Sutra, Red Lotus Zhao Shidi Sutra (Emperor level, Xiaocheng), 

Wuxiang Furong Xianjue (Xian-level, perfection), Wugou Hao Ti Xianjue (Xian-level, perfection), No Xie 

Luo Shen Zhen Jing (Xian-level, Consummation), Ksitigarbha (Xian-level, Consummation), Jingchen Xian 

Jing (Xian-level, Consummation) 

"Ni Qianzhou? You owe a beating?" 

"The name is a little bit happy." 

With a hint of playfulness, Su Lang analyzed the attributes panel of Emperor Wu Lian. 

Chapter 834: Spiritual Realm Kongni 
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"Unparalleled capital." 

"Sure enough, if you want to become an emperor, you have the highest probability of being an emperor. 

After all, you are an emperor." 

"I don't know how many years Ni Qianzhou has lived, and he has only reached the second level of 

Emperor Wu. It seems that Emperor Wu's realm can hardly be ascended to the sky." 

"The spiritual realm is'empty nirvana'? This is the spiritual realm after the sunlit realm? I don't know 

what characteristics it has. After emptiness, what realm will it be?" 

"There is only one emperor level exercise method, and it seems to be inherited from the ancestors. Also, 

those who can hold multiple emperor level exercise methods must be the best among Emperor Wu. Ni 

Qianzhou is obviously just an ordinary Emperor Wu." 

"There are five immortal level exercises practiced, no more, no less. It seems to be a series, and there is 

no other five element attributes. It seems that Ni Qianzhou is more worried about the conflict of 

exercises." 

"Yes, he was originally the emperor of the fire system, so he naturally wanted to specialize in the purest 

fire system rules." 

While Su Lang was looking at Ni Qianzhou, Ni Qianzhou was also looking at Su Lang. 

"Is this the clone of Emperor Lang?" 

"I don't know what exercises he has cultivated, he has so many rules and powers, it's so complicated!" 

"It seems...In addition to the five element rules, I have comprehended a lot of more profound rules, and 

there are even more spatial rules." 

"Di Langdi, is this a martial immortal who wants to cultivate this clone into a perfect foundation? As a 

second flesh body? But this is too weird." 

"Ordinary Wuxian also comprehend the five elements rules and other necessary rules, plus some 

derivative rules. 

At most, if you can comprehend some other rules that are easier to comprehend to supplement, you 

have already exhausted your mind, and your life is near, and you have to give up comprehension of rules 

and concentrate on breaking through the realm. " 

"More Wuxians just reach the threshold of breakthrough, understand the five elements rules and 

various necessary rules, and directly seek breakthrough opportunities." 

"The more rules there are, the more conflicts there will be, unless...unless all the rules that are close to 

the real world can be perfected to solve this problem..." 

"Furthermore, if this clone is to be regarded as a second flesh body, it is most likely to become an 

emperor again in the future." 

"But Emperor Cheng needs to choose the rule road. Generally, only one is enough to pursue it with his 

life's efforts." 



"The more and deeper the rules of comprehension, although it can play a role in comprehending by 

analogy, but incomprehensible and inaccurate, it is an obstacle to the consolidation of the road." 

"It's impossible for Emperor Lang to not know this, maybe he is...just want to cultivate this clone into an 

existence that is invincible in the fairyland?" 

"But, what's the use of just being invincible in Martial Fairyland? It's not as good as a finger of the deity." 

"..." 

Regarding Su Lang's avatar, Ni Qianzhou saw a lot of things that ordinary warriors couldn't see, and 

thought about it a lot. At this time, he was a little puzzled. 

Not enough, he was not too entangled. 

Emperor Wu is invincible in the Canglan Continent and will basically not fall. 

Therefore, in the long years, it is normal to make some incredible attempts. 

However, Emperor Honglian Wu didn't know that Su Lang's clone was exactly the same as his deity. 

He thought that this clone was just a special case of Su Lang's deity to experiment, but he never thought 

that Su Lang's deity was like this. 

It seems that a long time has passed since the Emperor Wu Lian stepped into the air to meet the two. 

But the collision of thoughts was only an instant, and after thinking so much, it was actually a blink of an 

eye. 

"Long admiring the name of Emperor Honglian Wu." 

Su Lang smiled, "When I saw it, it was really extraordinary." 

"Langdi is overwhelmed." 

Ni Qianzhou also smiled kindly, "Friends of the Taoist come from afar, it's my distinguished guest. I have 

to treat him well. Come, let me go to the city for a while." 

"it is good." 

Su Lang smiled and nodded. 

His purpose of coming here has been achieved. He originally planned to leave here, but he didn't expect 

Emperor Wulian to run over to meet him. 

At this time, Emperor Honglian Wu invited him to take a look inside the city, but he couldn't refuse. 

So, let's go into the city and have a look! 

Just look at how extraordinary this magnificent Wudi City is. 

"please!" 

Ni Qianzhou stretched out his hand to ask, and then led the way. 



"please!" 

Su Lang followed suit with a smile on his face. 

It seems to be taking care of Su Ge's avatar's "cultivation base is still shallow", so Ni Qianzhou walked 

very slowly, just like an ordinary person walks. 

Chapter 835: Shopping with Emperor Wu 

The two walked in the air like this, slowly walking towards the Red Lotus Imperial City. 

As for Zhongmu, although he can be appointed by Ni Qianzhou and his identity may be unique, he is not 

yet qualified to walk with the two emperors. 

Well, even though Su Lang is not Emperor Wu, everyone thinks so now. 

The three messengers did not return, but the information had been sent back long ago. 

Even the Emperor Wu Palace recognized the identity of Emperor Wu Su Lang. 

Of course, all Wudi still had doubts about the origin of Su Lang, the new Wudi. 

Therefore, although Emperor Wu of Honglian was kind, he did not take Su Lang to his Red Lotus Lair as a 

guest, only to his imperial city. 

Not long. 

The two came outside the Red Lotus Emperor City. 

Entering the city is naturally very simple. Ni Qianzhou said hello casually, and the warriors who guarded 

the formation were busy opening up. 

Someone flattered, but was driven away by Ni Qianzhou. 

Immediately after. 

Ni Qianzhou changed for a while, no longer what he was like before, as if he didn't want to cause a 

sensation in the city. 

"Let's start walking from this south gate." 

Ni Qianzhou smiled and invited Su Lang to go forward with him. 

When I arrived in the city, the scene inside was clear at a glance. 

Everywhere I saw peculiar high-rise buildings, row upon row, ridges and mountains, no less than those 

prosperous cities of Su Lang's previous Blue Star. 

The wide streets stretch from east to west, north to south, and ordinary roads are eight lanes wide, even 

in small alleys, there are two lanes wide. 

The ground is all paved with jade, exuding a touch of aura, in the eyes of low-level warriors, this is a 

good thing. 
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The buildings of the Red Lotus clan are mostly decorated with red lotus flowers, and even the buildings 

themselves use the appearance of red lotus. 

The iconic building in the imperial city is a huge lotus building with a total of 900 floors, which is 

connected to the bottom of the ruled red lotus. 

In places such as squares, there must be huge red lotus and red lotus statues of Emperor Wu himself. 

They are tall and magnificent, making people look up. 

Looking down on the whole city from a height, it is like looking at an endless sea of red lotus. 

Su Lang and Ni Qianzhou walked side by side on the street, like other ordinary warriors. 

Look around. 

On the streets, warriors come and go. 

It can be said that god-level warriors walk all over the floor, and noble-level warriors are inferior to dogs. 

There are also many saint-level martial artists, and Su Lang even saw a martial immortal. 

The warriors here seem to like to raise a spirit beast similar to a unicorn. 

This spirit beast is white all over, but has four hooves vermilion, a red crown and horns on its head, and 

its ears are like lotus petals. 

When they opened their mouths, two rows of fine red teeth could be seen. 

However, not all appearances are like this, and some have variegated colors and seem to be impure. 

This kind of spirit beast has very strong potential, ranging from king rank to **** rank, and even holy 

rank. 

The Martial Immortal that Su Lang saw was riding a holy spirit beast, and the surrounding martial artists 

were all envious and awed. 

Look at the surrounding shops. 

There are all kinds of industries, no less than the prosperous city of Su Lang's previous Blue Star. 

"How is my city?" 

Ni Qianzhou saw that Su Lang looked left and right with great interest and couldn't help but asked with a 

smile. 

At the beginning of the establishment of this city, he has spent a lot of effort, if he can get the approval 

of another Martial Emperor, then he will be very happy. 

"It's really majestic, more prosperous than any city on my mainland fragment." 

Su Lang didn't save Ni Qianzhou's face, not to mention that this city is indeed good. 

"The mainland debris resources are limited, and Langdi must be restricted." 

"But now that it has taken root in the Canglan Continent, it must be a prosperous city soon." 



"Although the south is relatively barren, with the Lang Emperor, it is easy to make certain changes." 

Ni Qianzhou was talking with a smile, he was not disdainful or even mocking because Su Lang was born 

into a remote lump like "Mainland Fragment". 

He is Emperor Wu, not a second-generation junk. He needs to beat others to gain a sense of superiority 

and accomplishment. 

"Listening to Jun's words, I am somewhat inspired." 

"The South is indeed barren. I was negligent before, but now I want to change it." 

Su Lang nodded. Although he is not Emperor Wu, he can still do a lot to transform the south. 

At least, just for the item of gathering spirits, even Emperor Wu Honglian would be too late! 

Chapter 836: Langdi must be careful 

The two chatted and continued to stroll forward. 

Su Lang looked at the surrounding buildings and secretly learned the formation above. 

It is a pity that the formations in this city may have been arranged by the emperor-level formation mage, 

so the types of formations are only those. 

Su Lang has discovered some new formations, but they are not new and useless. 

suddenly. 

Ni Qianzhou mentioned things about the Lantianlou and Wuquexian clan. 

"I heard that Slaughter Tower and Wuquexian race competed for the emperor's forbidden inheritance 

key, but I don't know why they offended Langdi." 

"The Emperor Lang punished Xiao Lutian and Li Feilou, and accepted their subordinates as servants." 

Ni Qianzhou was playful, "You know, although the Tutianlou and Wuquexian clan are known as 

independent forces, they actually have the shadow of the emperor behind them, so Langdi must be 

careful." 

"Haha, I had already guessed." 

Su Lang calmly smiled faintly, "I just don't know what forces are behind them?" 

"This matter is very easy to inquire." 

"Therefore, it is okay to tell Langdi Daoist friends." 

Ni Qianzhou said with a smile, "The emperor-level force that is close to the Tuantian Tower is the Yaojin 

emperor, and the emperor-level force that is close to the Wuquexian is the Tianyin emperor." 

"I'm here for the first time." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, "I don't know much about these two emperor-level forces." 
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Ni Qianzhou understood, and nodded: "The Yaojin Emperor is located in the north, and its influence is 

stronger than mine, the Red Lotus Emperor. The realm of Yaojin Wudi is probably the Third Rank Martial 

Emperor, maybe it has broken through the Fourth Rank. 

He was a good friend of the second generation of Emperor Burning Heaven. Later, Emperor Burning Clan 

fell. He took action and saved a bloodline, that is, the ancestor of Xiao Lutian. 

Xiao Lutian's ancestor was also a spirited person, unwilling to live under the fence, and became 

independent. " 

After a pause, Ni Qianzhou continued: "The Tianyin emperor is also the northern emperor, not far away 

from the Yaojin emperor, and they are equally powerful. 

The origin of Tianyin Wudi and Wuquexian tribe is that Tianyin Wudi once borrowed Wuweixian's 

"Taichu Wukuxiandian", which seems to be for the children of a certain tribe. " 

"That's it." 

Su Lang nodded and asked again, "However, since Emperor Wu Lian also knows that these two quasi-

imperial forces are involved with the two imperial forces, why does he still acquiesce in them to have 

the qualification to fight for the key?" 

"Haha." 

"This is probably because the two forces and the imperial clan are the least involved." 

Emperor Honglian Wu smiled, "The rest of the quasi-imperial forces, as powerful as they are, hold 

more." 

"Oh, that is to say, almost all the quasi-imperialist forces are involved with the emperor-level forces." 

Su Lang smiled, "Liutianlou and Wuquexian clan are equivalent to choosing the taller one from the short 

ones." 

"That's what it means." 

"At this time, the Slaughter Tower and Wuque Immortal Clan almost dispersed all at once." 

Emperor Wu Lian nodded, "Although Xiao Lutian and Li Feilou share the keys and compete with each 

other. 

Emperor Lang couldn't be regarded as intervening in the inheritance of the emperor's forbidden land, 

but the Yaojin Emperor and the Tianyin Emperor might not give up. 

They would not target Langdi on the surface, but secretly they couldn't tell. " 

"Thank you Honglian Wudi for reminding." 

Su Lang knew this was the kindness of Emperor Wu Lian, so he nodded in thanks. 

He also knew why Emperor Wu Lian would do this. 

The Red Lotus clan and Su Lang's forces are separated by only an emperor forbidden area. 



Now that the emperor forbidden land key has appeared, sooner or later the emperor forbidden land will 

be opened for exploration. 

After the exploration is completed, according to the example of the forbidden land in the past, the 

inheritance is taken away, and the forbidden land will merge into the world. 

At that time, the emperor's forbidden land will disappear, the emperor's death zone will also dissipate, 

and the forces of the Red Lotus Emperor and Su Lang will formally border. 

With the idea of one more friend than one enemy, Emperor Wu Lian sold Su Lang a favor. 

Anyway, those words he said were not difficult for Emperor Wu to inquire, and the Emperor Yaojin and 

Tianyin could not blame him. 

The two continued to walk forward, and stopped when they passed a giant square. 

A thousand-meter-high statue stands on this giant square, which is exactly the statue of Ni Qianzhou. 

The statue stands among the red lotus, looking into the distance with deep eyes. 

On the ground of the square under his feet, quasi-sages and martial-sages were sitting cross-legged, 

concentrating on cultivation. 

Chapter 837: Is this sentence 

"This is the holy image I set up." 

"The holy image is made with special materials and methods, and the fire rules are easy to manifest." 

"As long as the peak martial gods and quasi-sages can comprehend the rules of the fire system here, and 

strive to become a martial sage, the martial sage can continue to understand the rules of the fire system 

and improve himself." 

"Not only did I set up a statue of becoming a god, but also a statue of becoming a **** and a statue of 

being immortal. The functions are the same, and they are aimed at warriors below the Valkyrie and 

Great Sage level. 

Honglian Wudi Ni Qianzhou's face showed a little complacency, "This is my ancestral secret technique. 

The six emperors in the middle of the mainland have this kind of welfare. 

Although the rest of the emperors have similar methods, they are far behind my three statues. " 

Seeing Ni Qianzhou's triumphant appearance, Su Lang smiled and complimented him. 

Ni Qianzhou suddenly smiled brighter. 

But he never expected that Su Lang had more powerful methods to assist his subordinates in becoming 

a holy and immortal. 

The blue star alone surpassed Ni Qianzhou's image of sanctification. 

Not to mention that Su Lang also has the ability of ‘rule empowerment’ which is against heaven. 

If he is willing, he can get ten subordinates of Martial Saint in one day. 
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If the ten regular initiation opportunities are used on a quasi-immortal, a few days will be able to create 

a martial immortal with a solid foundation! 

However, Su Lang still got a hint from Ni Qianzhou's approach. 

The embracing wood is born at the end of the mill, and the nine-story platform rises from the soil. 

Although low-level warriors are weak, they are the foundation. 

Su Lang had the ability to inspire others to become saints and immortals at this time, but he was still 

lacking in helping the people below become gods. 

For the vast majority of warriors, the **** of war is an unstoppable sky. 

Su Lang established the exchange building and opened the exchange of pills and exercises, which 

brought great training assistance to the martial artists. 

The most important thing about Catcher is the lead of space. This is the biggest problem. 

"Going back, we must find a way to solve the problem of the warriors comprehending the space guide." 

Su Lang thought in his heart, "After solving the space attraction, the number of Valkyrie will inevitably 

increase, and there will be more and more saints. For me, the benefits are also many." 

At this time. 

The two crossed the square and continued on. 

Ni Qianzhou took on the previous topic: "I heard that Emperor Lang had accepted the martial artists of 

the Slutianlou and Wuquexian clan and gave them a very heavy reward." 

Su Lang nodded and said with a smile: "Haha, I am short of people, so I can only buy horse bones for my 

daughter." 

"It's more than a daughter buying horse bones." 

"When Emperor Langdi makes hundreds of thousands of elixir of perfect quality, each has two immortal-

level techniques, how thick!" 

"That Yuehong Wuxian and Wuxian Wuxian are even more valued by Emperor Lang. They have to 

personally raise their cultivation base and reward them with the emperor-level exercises. This is really a 

masterpiece that I can't think of." 

Ni Qianzhou tweeted, "Emperor-level exercises, Emperor Lang will reward his subordinates at will, I'm 

really amazed!" 

For Emperor Wu, the emperor level exercises are also extremely rare. 

Ni Qianzhou also has only one ancestral copy of "Honglianzhao Shidi Jing". 

Only he knows this exercise, and has never shared it with anyone, even the closest people! 

But Su Lang rewarded the emperor-level exercises to his subordinates who had just surrendered! 



From Ni Qianzhou's point of view, this is like exchanging endless treasures for the loyalty of a beggar! 

He was even a little angry. 

Feeling that Su Lang is violent, he shouldn't do that. 

"Haha." 

"Yuehong and Wuxu serve me with their souls and hearts, and be my slaves. I will naturally not treat 

them badly." 

Su Lang smiled noncommitantly, "In addition, that emperor-level exercise is actually quite ordinary, 

nothing great, so I will reward it." 

However, these words made Ni Qianzhou stiff and his eyes widened: "Friend Langdi, what did you just 

say?" 

"what?" 

Su Lang was also taken aback, "I said, Yuehong and emptiness are soul..." 

"No, the next sentence!" 

Ni Qianzhou looked at Su Lang like a ghost. 

Su Lang couldn't laugh or cry, said, "In addition, that emperor-level exercise is actually quite ordinary..." 

"That's it!" 

Ni Qianzhou shouted loudly, then looked at Su Lang dumbfounded, "Emperor-level techniques are 

common?" 

"Yes!" 

Su Lang nodded, a little surprised. 

"No, how can the emperor level exercises be ordinary? Isn't this a contradiction?" 

The Honglian Wudi said excitedly, "Each of the emperor-level exercises is a peerless treasure, and it is of 

infinite value!" 

"Uh." 

"The Red Lotus Emperor Wu is indeed right." 

Su Lang smiled and said, "But my emperor-level exercises are a little worse than other emperor-level 

exercises." 

"what?" 

"Other emperor level exercises?" 

Ni Qianzhou was full of disbelief, "Langdi, you don't only have one emperor level exercise technique, you 

have two? Or even three!?" 



Chapter 838: I see the same thing as Langdi 

In Ni Qianzhou's view, every emperor-level exercise is extremely cherished and extremely rare. 

The value of each emperor-level exercise method is almost the same, it is difficult to estimate. 

Unless you really have multiple emperor-level exercises and compare them carefully before you can see 

the level. 

From the words of Su Lang. 

Ni Qianzhou noticed that Su Lang had multiple emperor-level exercises. 

Su Lang didn't have any idea of concealing either, and he smiled: "I do have three emperor-level 

exercises, two of which are mine, and one of Xiao Lutian's Burning Heaven Emperor Sutra." 

"Burning Heaven Emperor Sutra!?" 

Ni Qianzhou opened his mouth, his face was surprised, "Langdi forced Xiao Lutian to hand over the 

emperor level exercises!?" 

"Not bad." 

Su Lang smiled noncommitantly, "It's not just the emperor level exercises, I let them use their whole 

family to redeem their lives before letting them go." 

"what!?" 

"I originally thought that Emperor Lang, you just broke up the Slaughter Tower and the Wuque Immortal 

Clan, but I didn't expect that you actually forced them to hand over their techniques!" 

"Just to break up the power organization, there is still room for maneuver." 

Ni Qianzhou looked at Su Lang with a complicated expression, "At this point, the Yaojin and Tianyin 

emperors will not let it go. 

By the way, the exercise technique that Langdi garlic rewards Yuehong and emptiness is the Burning 

Heaven Emperor Sutra? " 

"It's not the Emperor Burning Heaven." 

"It's my other emperor-level technique." 

Su Lang's expression remained unchanged, and he looked calm and calm. 

"It's not like Burning Heaven Emperor Sutra." 

Ni Qianzhou nodded and said, "This way, there is still a little leeway." 

"Hahahaha." 

Su Lang suddenly laughed and said, "The reason why I don't plan to reward the Burning Heaven Emperor 

Sutra is because I suspect that the exercise is insecure, not to leave any room." 

When these words came out, Ni Qianzhou suddenly felt that Su Lang was a little proud. 
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The Yaojin Emperor Clan is powerful, and the Red Lotus Emperor Clan does not want to provoke him. 

As soon as this Emperor Lang stepped into the Canglan Continent from the fragments of the mainland, 

and occupied a corner of the land, he dared not take the Yaojin Emperor Clan into his eyes! 

At this time. 

"Emperor Honglian Wu is not interested in Emperor Burning Heaven?" 

Su Lang continued: "You want to know why I suspect that this exercise is not safe." 

"It's really curious." 

"It stands to reason that the Emperor Burning Heaven has been passed on for so long, and there have 

been several emperors of Wu. If there is a problem, I don't believe it." 

Ni Qianzhou nodded and said, "But since Emperor Lang has said that there is a doubt, I want to hear 

what it is." 

Ni Qianzhou himself only possesses one emperor-level exercise, and has never been exposed to the 

second emperor-level exercise from beginning to end. 

Therefore, now that the great opportunity is in front of him, how can he let it go? 

"The Burning Heaven Emperor Sutra was actually adapted from a certain emperor-level refining 

classics." 

"The idea of this exercise is to refine the weapon. After the adaptation, it is to cultivate oneself as a 

treasure of weapons." 

"In this way, although the sword makes a slant forward, it is a bit strange, but it always feels that it does 

not belong to the right way, and the number of times this exercise is perfect is also limited." 

"Therefore, I don't believe that this exercise is really perfect." 

Su Lang smiled and said, "As far as the perfection of the exercises is concerned, the ordinary emperor-

level exercises in my mouth are better than the Emperor Burning Heaven." 

"what?" 

"The Burning Heaven Emperor Sutra was actually adapted from a refining classic!?" 

Ni Qianzhou was a little surprised and a little shocked, "Improvement and self-cultivation are basically 

irrelevant. The first generation of Emperor Burning can actually integrate them and adapt them into the 

emperor-level exercises. It is really amazing! 

However, the exercises adapted from the refining classics may really have hidden dangers after 

practicing. This point is similar to that of Emperor Lang. " 

"That's why." 

"This exercise is actually useless to me." 



Su Lang smiled, then turned his gaze, staring at Ni Qianzhou, "I don't know if Lord Honglian Wu is 

interested. 

No matter how you say this technique, it is also biased towards the fire system rule avenue, and may be 

useful to Emperor Wu Lian. " 

"what!?" 

Ni Qianzhou was shocked, "Langdi, you, do you want to trade Emperor Burning Heaven to me!?" 

Chapter 839: Brother Lang, wait for me! 

Although the two were discussing the topic of emperor level exercises. 

But Ni Qianzhou never thought that Su Lang would take the emperor-level exercises as a commodity 

transaction. 

In his concept, the emperor-level exercises are invaluable and invaluable, and it is impossible for anyone 

to trade them. 

Even if the exercise may be flawed, no one will trade it. 

However, the Langdi in front of him broke his concept. 

"Why is Red Lotus Wudi surprised?" 

"The Burning Heaven Emperor Scripture is useless to me, so I might as well exchange it for some 

benefits." 

Su Lang laughed and said, "I just don't know if Emperor Wu Lian is willing to trade with me. 

After all, if you want to trade, you not only have to pay a certain value of treasures, but also risk 

offending the Yaojin Emperor. " 

"This!!" 

Ni Qianzhou's eyes were pierced and flickered slightly. 

Emperor-level exercises, why didn't he want to see the second one? 

At this time, the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity is in front of him, it depends on how he chooses. 

He also knew the risks involved. 

He also knew the purpose of Su Lang's use of the emperor-level cultivation technique to trade with him. 

In short, it is to use a practice technique to draw the distance from his Ni Qianzhou, and it even means 

to pull him into the water. 

But Su Lang didn't conceal all of this, and he almost understood everything. 

If Ni Qianzhou agreed, it would be equivalent to forming an alliance with Su Lang against the Yaojin 

Emperor and the Tianyin Emperor. 

But he didn't know. 
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Su Lang only meant to form an alliance, and he didn't take it seriously. 

What he values most is what good things can be exchanged from Ni Qianzhou! 

It is best practice, a lot of immortal-level practice! 

The Honglian Emperor Clan has a long history, and its size is not known how many times that of the 

Tutianlou and Wuquexian Clan. 

Ni Qianzhou only has one emperor-level exercise, but there must be many immortal-level exercises! 

If it can be obtained, it can be used to synthesize a brand-new emperor-level technique, and it will be 

completely profitable. 

Just when Ni Qianzhou hesitated. 

"to be frank." 

"I don't plan to cherish the ordinary emperor level exercises." 

"If Emperor Honglian Wu wants, I can exchange both exercises." 

Su Lang smiled and stepped forward, "Emperor Honglian Wu does not have to rush to make a decision, 

you can consider it first." 

Ni Qianzhou stood there, looking at Su Lang's back, shocked! 

"Two emperor level exercises!" 

"They have to be exchanged!?" 

"Is this Langdi crazy?" 

"Or in other words, he himself is still very afraid of Yaojin and Tianyin emperor clan, so he has to rush 

me into the water?" 

"However, he doesn't seem to be afraid of the Yaojin emperor and the Tianyin emperor. If he is really 

afraid, it is not right to return the exercises directly." 

"He can also leave a copy of the exercises himself. It is also Emperor Wu, and the Emperor Yaojin and 

Tianyin will not say much." 

"It's impossible for him not to think of this. Could it be that he really just wants to use the exercises in 

exchange for treasures and make friends with me?" 

"In his eyes, the emperor level exercises are not valuable treasures, but goods that can be exchanged for 

benefits?" 

Ni Qianzhou was a little entangled. He stood there for a while, his gaze looking at Su Lang's back became 

more and more strange. 

but. 

Strange to strange. 



Ni Qianzhou quickly made up his mind and would never let this great opportunity pass. 

The two emperor level exercises will definitely make him go further! 

"Brother Lang, wait for me!" 

Ni Qianzhou smiled and walked forward quickly, walking side by side with Su Lang. 

"How? Lord Honglian Wudi." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, revealing a small smile. 

Hearing what Ni Qianzhou called him, he knew that Ni Qianzhou had already agreed. 

Of course, I still have to ask out of courtesy. 

"Brother Lang, don't be so unhappy, just call me Honglian from now on!" 

Ni Qianzhou was a little excited and spoke quickly, "Brother Lang is going to exchange two emperor-

level exercises for what?" 

"Gong Fa." 

Su Lang also didn't sell Guanzi, and said with a smile, "I only need the immortal-level exercises, and one 

hundred immortal-level exercises will exchange me for an emperor-level exercise. 

I can give you the original of the emperor level exercises, you can burn it yourself, and then return the 

original to me. " 

Chapter 840: Conscience 

"Ah? As long as the immortal level cultivation technique!?" 

Ni Qianzhou was very surprised. He originally thought that Su Lang was going to exchange for his 

"Honglianzhao Shidi Jing", or at least exchange for an emperor-level treasure. 

But he never thought that Su Lang actually only needs immortal level cultivation technique! 

Although the value of a hundred immortal-level exercises is incalculable, it is still a level lower than the 

emperor-level exercises. 

Immortal-level exercises and emperor-level exercises cannot be compared, and no matter how many 

immortal-level exercises, it is logically inferior to an emperor-level exercise. 

In addition, there is another point that shocked Ni Qianzhou. 

How sincere is that Emperor Lang is willing to take the original and burn it for him! 

But he didn't know. 

Su Lang's deity's cultivation realm is only a quasi-immortal, and it is very difficult to burn the emperor-

level exercises, so it is better to let Ni Qianzhou do coolies. 

At this time. 
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"Hahahaha." 

"I just want immortal level cultivation technique." 

Su Lang smiled and said, "If Honglian is willing to exchange your emperor rank technique with me, I 

would be happy too!" 

"Uh!" 

"My family's ancestral practice, I won't take it out and change it." 

Ni Qianzhou smiled apologetically, "To be honest, Brother Lang, you have suffered a great loss when you 

trade with me like this." 

"Gulian's conscience is really great." 

Su Lang smiled happily, "If you are really troubled, please compensate me with some Wusheng Soul, 

Wuxian Soul or something." 

After he upgraded the Sky Sea and Youtian Sword, Wu Sheng's soul was a bit lacking, so he planned to 

add a wave from Honglian Wudi. 

Presumably, the Emperor Wu who has lived for a long time must have collected a lot! 

"Compensation, compensation, compensation!" 

Ni Qianzhou was very excited and said, "Can I take a look at the exercises first? I'll just take a look!" 

"Okay." 

Su Lang smiled and nodded, then waved his hand and placed an isolation formation beside them. 

Immediately, he took out a huge book with a large door, which was exactly the book that recorded the 

"Burning Heaven Emperor Jing". 

"This is the classics of Emperor Burning Heaven." 

"Because it was perfected by Emperor Burning from generation to generation, so there is no real 

original. This is the original." 

Su Lang smiled and put the door panel classics in front of Emperor Honglian Wu, "Just look at what you 

said." 

"Just take a look!" 

Emperor Honglian Wu nodded solemnly, then turned to the first page, glanced at it, and then looked 

away. 

Just looking at it, he knew that this was indeed an emperor level exercise! 

Moreover, there is a breath of time passing on it, it must be an ancient artifact that has been passed 

down for many years. 

"Can you see the second one?" 



Emperor Honglian Wu looked at Su Lang, looking forward to the unknown emperor level exercises. 

"I can do nothing." 

Su Lang nodded, accepted the Burning Heaven Emperor Sutra, and then took out a three-inch tall 

humanoid shadow. 

The human figure is slender, with long hair on his back, and his face is blurred, and he can't see men and 

women. There are countless golden threads with special laws on it. 

It is the original of the emperor level exercise method "Emperor Phase Without Beginning Sutra"! 

"This is... the original emperor level exercise technique!!" 

Ni Qianzhou's voice trembled slightly. This was the first time he lost his state in hundreds of thousands. 

He who owns the ancestral "Red Lotus Photograph", he knows that the value of the original and copy of 

the emperor level exercises are different. 

How mysterious is the emperor-level exercise, and how much mysterious knowledge is inside? 

Although the burned copy can be said to be complete, it lacks artistic conception, and even some 

inconspicuous but very important aspects are missing. 

Only the original document records the most perfect emperor level technique! 

"how about it?" 

Su Lang's voice brought Ni Qianzhou back from shock. 

Ni Qianzhou looked at it again and found that Su Lang had taken back the original emperor level 

exercises. 

"It's all good exercises!" 

"Especially the latter one, it is hard to imagine that Brother Lang actually said that it is an ordinary 

emperor-level technique." 

Ni Qianzhou licked his lips, his eyes hot, "I don't know what the name of the exercise is, what is the 

rule?" 

"That exercise is called "Emperor Phase Without Beginning Sutra"." 

Su Lang smiled and said, "It is an emperor-level exercise of the'Road of Power.' 

 


